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NOMENCLATURE FOR CULTIVATED PLANTS 

S. G. Harrison (Cardiff) 

In the past, the terms "variety" and "form" have been used rather indiscriminately 
in naming cultivated plants, regardless of whether or not they could be considered 

equivalent to a botanical "varietas" or "forma". The term "cultivar" has been available 
for several years and has gained favour as a relatively unambiguous word for general 
use. In the course of revising a Handbook of Coniferae, I have had some difficulty in 

deciding what to do with so-called "varieties" which should be defined more ac- 

curately as either forms or cultivars. One cause of this difficulty is that the definition 

given in Article 28 of the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature is more 
restrictive than the definition given in Article 5 of the International Code of Nomen- 
clature for Cultivated Plants. 

According to Article 28: "Plants brought into cultivation from the wild which 
differ in no fundamental way from the parent stocks bear the same names as are 

applied to the same species and infraspecific taxa in nature. 
Plants arising in cultivation through hybridization, mutation, or other processes 

which tend to establish recognizable differenlces from the parent stocks receive epi- 
thets, preferably in common language (i.e. fancy epithets), markedly different from 
the Latin epithets of species or varieties. 

Detailed regulations for the nomenclature of plants in cultivation appear in the 
"International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants". 

This is satisfactory as far as it goes. It caters for plants brought into cultivation 
from the wild which do not differ from their parents, and for plants arising in cul- 
tivation which do differ from their parents; but it ignores an important group of 
cultivated plants, those which were found in the wild state and were collected and 

brought into cultivation primarily because they differed from their parents in some 
noticeable character, which may not have been sufficiently fundamental to be recorded 

by botanists. 
The International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants, Article 5, defines 

the term cultivar as denoting: "An assemblage of cultivated individuals which is 

distinguished by any characters (morphological, physiological, cytological, chemical 
or others) significant for the purposes of agriculture, forestry or horticulture and 
which when reproduced (sexually or asexually), retains its distinguishing features". 
It does not state that a cultivar must have arisen in cultivation. Thus, it permits a 
broader definition of the term "cultivar" than is possible at present under the 
Botanical Code. 

When a variety or form is known to be established in the wild and has been described 
as such, its appropriate botanical rank is maintained when it is brought into cul- 
tivation. But the majority of "garden varieties" or "garden forms" do not have an 
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established natural distribution. A considerable proportion of them are of uncertain 
origin. They may have been found in the wild, or they may have arisen in cultivation, 
by "hybridization, mutation or other processes which tend to establish recognizable 
differences from the parent stocks". Whatever their origin, they are primarily garden 
plants and should be referred to as cultivars. If they have arisen in cultivation only, 
then their status is not in doubt. If seeds from a wild fruit are collected and sown in a 
garden, a distinctive plant arising from them is likely to be singled out, propagated 
and described as a new cultivar. If the same seeds had been left to germinate in the 
wild, their progeny might have been observed by a taxonomist and described as a 
new forma. An example is Taxus baccata L. forma adpressa (Carriere) Beissner. This 
distinctive yew is said to have arisen as a seedling among other yew seedlings in a 
Chester nursery in 1838, or, according to another account, in a bed of thorn seedlings 
ten years earlier. In recent years it has been found growing apparently wild in Eng- 
land. Is it to be regarded as a cultivar or a forma? I feel that the occurrence of a 
chance seedling in the wild, whether 'before or after its introduction into cultivation, 
should be weighed against its establishment as a garden plant, and that it should be 
termed a cultivar. The distinction between even such minor taxa as forma and cultivar 
should not depend on the historical accident of their being found first by a gardener 
or by a botanist. The criterion for distinguishing a forma from a cultivar should be 
not whether it was found in the wild and subsequently brought into cultivation, but 
whether it was established in the wild. It may be difficult to decide whether a plant is 
established in the wild and whether it should be given the rank of forma or that of 
cultivar, but the Code should permit the use of the term cultivar when appropriate for 
plants brought into cultivation from the wild. 

I propose that the following paragraph should be added to Article 28: 

29. "Plants brought into cultivation from the wild which differ from the parent 
stocks in characters significant for the purposes of agriculture, forestry or horti- 
culture, but not of fundamental botanical importance, may receive a fancy or cul- 
tivar epithet". 

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE 24 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL CODE 

Stanwyn G. Shetler (Washington, D.C.) 

One provision of Art. 24, concerning names of infraspecific taxa, states, "The use 
of a binary combination for an infraspecific taxon is not admissible". Together with 
Art. 32, which requires for valid publication that a name be published in proper form, 
this rule would seem to declare invalid any new binomials published for infraspecific 
taxa. Invalid names have no standing (art. 12) and must be treated as nonexistent. 

Accordingly, the Code surely prohibits the use of any new binomial combinations for 

species that were expressly proposed for infraspecific taxa. Indeed, this is the only 

interpretation that would seem to give the above rule of Art. 24 any force or meaning. 
But the examples given for this rule in the Code seem clearly to nullify the rule and to 
contradict its central point. Under "Examples," the following explanatory sentence. 

present only in the latest edition of the Code, is given: "Names published in the form 
of e.g. Andropogon ternatus subsp. A. macrothrix are to be altered to the proper form 
without [italics mine] change of the author's name." As I understand the rule, this 

explanatory sentence and example all but sterilize it. In effect, it seems to say that bino- 
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